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Amacrine cells are the most diverse and least understood cell class in the retina. Polyaxonal amacrine cells (PACs) are a unique subset
identified by multiple long axonal processes. To explore their functional properties, populations of PACs were identified by their distinctive radially propagating spikes in large-scale high-density multielectrode recordings of isolated macaque retina. One group of PACs
exhibited stereotyped functional properties and receptive field mosaic organization similar to that of parasol ganglion cells. These PACs
had receptive fields coincident with their dendritic fields, but much larger axonal fields, and slow radial spike propagation. They also
exhibited ON-OFF light responses, transient response kinetics, sparse and coordinated firing during image transitions, receptive fields
with antagonistic surrounds and fine spatial structure, nonlinear spatial summation, and strong homotypic neighbor electrical coupling.
These findings reveal the functional organization and collective visual signaling by a distinctive, high-density amacrine cell population.

Introduction
The mammalian retina is characterized by exquisitely specific
circuitry consisting of more than 60 morphologically and functionally distinct cell types that together mediate the first steps of
visual processing (Rodieck, 1998; Masland, 2001; Gollisch and
Meister, 2010). Among the major classes of retinal neurons, the
amacrine cells are the most diverse and least understood. Anatomical studies indicate that at least 30 amacrine cell types, and
likely more, can be distinguished by their morphology, connectivity to specific bipolar and ganglion cell types, and neurotransmitters (Masland, 2012). The diverse amacrine cell types are
presumed to mediate a variety of visual functions. However, with a
few exceptions, little is known about the visual response properties
and functional organization of the many amacrine cell populations.
As with the diverse interneuron assemblies in many neural circuits,
understanding the properties of amacrine cell networks and signaling in the retina is essential to elucidating its function.
A distinctive subgroup of amacrine cells is the polyaxonal
amacrine cells (PACs). These cells are characterized by axonal
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processes that extend radially several millimeters from the tips of
their dendrites (Dacey, 1988, 1989; Vaney et al., 1988; Mariani,
1990; Famiglietti, 1992; Freed et al., 1996; Taylor, 1996; Völgyi et
al., 2001; Olveczky et al., 2003; Wright and Vaney, 2004; Davenport et al., 2007). The axons of PACs are located in the inner
plexiform layer, providing opportunities to contact processes of
other retinal interneurons as well as ganglion cells, which send
visual information to the brain. Furthermore, the distinctive
morphology of PACs suggests that they participate in modulating
retinal signals over large areas of the visual field. In some cases,
specific visual processing functions can be ascribed to PACs, for
example, the suppression of spurious retinal signals introduced
by eye movements in salamander and rabbit retinas (Olveczky et
al., 2003; Baccus et al., 2008). Based on the current understanding
of retinal circuitry, a natural hypothesis emerges that, as with
retinal ganglion cells (RGCs), each distinct type of PAC forms a
complete representation of visual space (Wässle et al., 1981), with
distinctive and homogeneous stimulus selectivity (Devries and
Baylor, 1997; Field and Chichilnisky, 2007), and network interactions (Mastronarde, 1983a,b; Greschner et al., 2011) that modulate visual signals sent to the brain. However, a systematic view
of PAC function has not yet emerged because of the difficulty of
characterizing the individual properties and collective organization of PACs, particularly in the primate retina.
Large-scale, high-density, multielectrode recordings present
an opportunity to understand the collective organization and
function of PAC populations, based on an electrical imaging approach (Litke et al., 2004; Petrusca et al., 2007). Applying this
approach to isolated primate retinas, we describe a class of spiking neurons, which, unlike ganglion cells, exhibit action potential
propagation simultaneously in many directions, unambiguously
identifying them as PACs. Characterization of complete populations of these PACs revealed their homogeneous signaling
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Figure 1. Electrical images of an OFF parasol RGC and ON-OFF PAC. The electrical image is the average spatiotemporal spike waveform recorded across the electrode array during the spikes
detected from a specific cell. A, B, Electrical image of an OFF parasol cell. Large somatic spikes were detected at the main electrode (1), opposite-sign dendritic spikes were detected nearby (2), and
triphasic axon spikes were detected propagating across the array (3–7). Diameters of black and red circles represent the amplitude of the electrical image at each electrode that exhibited a voltage
deflection greater than an arbitrary threshold (the large amplitudes displayed are saturated to avoid overlap). For all RGCs recorded, the axon spikes propagated in approximately the same direction
(data not shown). C, D, Electrical image of a simultaneously recorded ON-OFF PAC. The large somatic spike (1) was accompanied by dendritic spikes nearby (2) and by axonal spikes propagating
simultaneously in multiple directions away from the soma (3–10), unlike the single axon of the parasol cell.
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Figure 2. FunctionalorganizationofON-OFFPACs,ONparasolandOFFparasolcells.A–C,Reversecorrelationofspiketrainsofeachcell
light. Segments of peripheral retina (6 –14 mm
temporal equivalent eccentricity) that were with a white noise stimulus revealed the spatial receptive field of each cell (see Materials and Methods). Gaussian fits to receptive fields of
well attached to the pigment epithelium were recordedcellsareshownasellipses,accumulatedforeachcelltypeseparately,andsuperimposedontheoutlineofthe512-electrodearray
dissected, isolated from the pigment epithe- (1890 ! 900 !m). The receptive fields of each cell type formed a regular mosaic tiling the region of retina recorded. D–F, Time course of
lium, and placed flat, RGC side down, on a reverse correlation at the receptive field center is shown for all cells of each type superimposed, and for each of the three display primaries
planar array of extracellular microelectrodes. (red, green, and blue). These time courses reveal biphasic integration over time before spike (i.e., biphasic impulse responses). G–I,
Two different electrode arrays equipped with Autocorrelationofspiketrainsofdifferentcelltypeswereobtainedduringwhitenoisestimulation,andareshownsuperimposedforallcells
custom-designed integrated circuits were used. ofeachtype.Eachtraceshows,foronecell,thenormalizedspikerateasafunctionoftimeaftertheoccurrenceofaspike.Thecharacteristic
One array consisted of 512 electrodes with 60 waveforms for cells of each type reveal homogeneous spike train dynamics (Devries and Baylor, 1997).
!m spacing, covering a rectangular region
1890 ! 900 !m (Litke et al., 2004). The second
Electrical image. PACs were identified using electrical images (Litke et
array consisted of 519 electrodes with 120 !m spacing, covering a hexal., 2004). After spikes from different cells were segregated (see above),
agonal region 3120 !m wide. While recording, the retina was perfused
the spike-triggered average spatiotemporal electrical signal was calcuwith Ames’ solution (33–36°C) bubbled with 95% O2 and 5% CO2, pH
lated for each cell separately. Specifically, for each electrode, the voltage
7.4.
waveform during the time period from 0.5 ms before to several millisecRecordings were analyzed off-line to isolate the spikes of different cells,
onds after each spike from the cell was identified, and the average of all
as described previously (Litke et al., 2004; Field et al., 2007). Briefly,
these waveforms was computed. This yielded an average voltage waveform
candidate spike events were detected using a threshold on each electrode,
on every electrode of the array. These waveforms were inspected for evidence
and the voltage waveforms on the electrode and neighboring electrodes
of somatic, dendritic, and axonal kinetic signatures. To construct the electriaround the time of the spike were extracted. Clusters of similar spike
cal image, the absolute peak amplitude of the waveform at each electrode was
waveforms were identified as candidate neurons if they exhibited a redisplayed in the spatial layout of the array. The plot of the absolute peak
fractory period. Duplicate recordings of the same cell were identified by
amplitude was thresholded and saturated to improve visibility. In most recorded cells, the spikes propagated rapidly in one direction, the same directemporal cross-correlation and removed.
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Figure 3. ON-OFF light responses and receptive field surrounds in PACs. A, Decrements of light (0.0 – 0.5 s, 48% contrast) were delivered 35 times to the receptive field center (left panels) and
responses recorded for 1.5 s. Steps were delivered to regions of increasing size relative to the receptive field (red circles). Each panel on the right shows a raster of responses to repeated stimulation:
each tick indicates the time of a spike, and data from repeated presentations are shown in separate rows. Strong responses following light decrement (time 0) were accompanied by variable-strength
responses at light increment (time 0.5 s). Size of a spot is given as the diameter. FF, Full-field stimulation. B, Area–response function for four ON-OFF PACs in one recording, showing the mean spike
count ($1 SEM) for dark spots of increasing diameter, as in A. OFF response (closed dots, 0 – 0.5 s) and ON response (open circles, 0.5–1 s) are shown separately. C, Receptive fields of four ON-OFF
amacrine cells, obtained by reverse correlation with white noise (see Materials and Methods) are shown, with each image centered on the receptive field of the cell. The strong dark region, indicating
a dominant OFF response, was surrounded by weaker light regions, indicating an antagonistic receptive field surround. Scale bar, 200 !m. D, Same as C, for four OFF parasol cells. The surround is
similar but more easily discerned. E, Cross-sectional profile of receptive fields in data from C and D for 29 ON-OFF PACs and 249 OFF parasol cells in one recording. Shaded area represents $1 SEM.
tion for all cells in the recording (Fig. 1B). These were interpreted as
representing spikes from RGCs propagating in the direction of the optic disc,
which was always far (several millimeters) from the recording region. In a
subset of cells, however, spikes were observed propagating in several directions simultaneously (Fig. 1C). These were interpreted as representing spikes
from PACs, the only known neurons in the retina with multiple axons propagating over several millimeters.
Light stimulation. A white noise stimulus, composed of a lattice of
square pixels updating randomly and independently of one another over
time, was used to characterize the spatial, temporal, and chromatic response properties of recorded cells (Chichilnisky, 2001). The intensity of
each display primary at each pixel location was chosen independently of
the other primaries from a binary distribution at each refresh. The contrast of each primary (difference between the maximum and minimum
intensities divided by the sum) was 96%. The spike-triggered average
(STA) stimulus obtained in response to white noise was taken as a summary of the spatiotemporal– chromatic light response properties of the
cell (Chichilnisky, 2001).
Analysis. For cell-type classification, receptive fields (RFs) were summarized by fitting the STA with a parametric model (Chichilnisky and
Kalmar, 2002; Field et al., 2007). The model consisted of the product of
the following three functions: spatial, temporal, and chromatic. The temporal function was a difference of low-pass filters. The spatial function
was a two-dimensional elliptical Gaussian function. The chromatic function consisted of two scalars representing the relative sensitivity to the
three display primaries. These RF fits were visualized by an ellipse for
each cell representing the 1 SD contour of the Gaussian (Fig. 2A–C).
Possible biases in the size of Gaussian fits associated with the fine RF
structure of PACs compared with parasol cells (see Fig. 7) were not
explored. Parameters of these fits (e.g., RF radius) were used in cell-type
classification. Correspondences between functionally defined RGC types
and the morphologically distinct RGC types, such as ON and OFF parasol cells (Fig. 2), were inferred based on cell densities and light response
properties, as described previously (Field et al., 2007).
The spatial component of the STA was extracted by computing, for
each spatial location, the inner product of the time course at that location

with the mean time course over the strongest pixels. The strongest pixels
were those with peak intensities "2 robust SDs from the mean. The
multiple, superimposed RFs in Figure 7C were spatially smoothed by
convolution with a Gaussian with a width on the order of a pixel, and
then thresholded. Thresholding consisted of defining a spatially contiguous region including the peak in which the pixel intensity was "2 SDs of
the noise, and then setting to zero the intensities at other locations. Noise
was estimated using values of the STA far outside the RF.
Responses to steps of light (Fig. 3A) were obtained using spots centered on the RF. PACs were first identified in a 15 min recording with a
white noise stimulus, as described above. Spike sorting, electrical image
and RF calculation, and cell-type identification were all performed online, and were completed #15 min after the end of the recording. This
information was then used to present spots of various sizes centered on
the RF of selected PACs.
Reversing gratings were sinusoidal spatial patterns with contrasts
modulated in time at 4 Hz. Ten spatial frequencies ranging from 0.2 to
28.7 cycles/mm and eight spatial phases were used. The maximum value
of F1 (fundamental component of response) and the mean value of F2
(second harmonic component) over all spatial phases was used to summarize the data (Hochstein, 1976). The contrast modulation was 96%.
Cross-correlation functions (see Fig. 5 A, C) were obtained by binning
spikes into 0.5 ms time bins and computing the correlation coefficient
between the resulting spike count vectors, as a function of temporal
offset. Each cross-correlation function was obtained by averaging over
identical repeats of a random checkerboard stimulus, and the shuffled
cross-correlation function (shift predictor) was subtracted to remove
stimulus-driven correlations (Perkel et al., 1967). To summarize correlation strength over distance (see Fig. 5 B, D), spikes were accumulated in
10 ms bins, and the correlation coefficient at zero offset was computed.
Images of natural scenes were selected from a monochrome natural
image database (van Hateren and van der Schaaf, 1998) and assembled
into a stimulus movie, as follows. Each image was presented for 1 s,
drifting in two dimensions according to the trajectory of eye movement
traces recorded from a trained awake macaque monkey fixating a target
in an unrelated task (Z. M. Hafed and R. J. Krauzlis, personal communi-
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Movie 1. Animated electrical images of parasol retinal ganglion cell and ON-OFF polyaxonal
amacrine cell as in Figure 1. Interval from 1 ms before the spike until 7 ms after. Frame duration
is 0.05 ms.

cation). Between images, an artificial saccade was generated, replacing
the image by panning in 83 ms. The relative response latency between
ON-OFF PACs and OFF parasols was estimated based on the delay that
produced the maximal correlation between their shifted response
histograms.

Results
To examine the function of PACs, large-scale, high-density, multielectrode array recordings were performed in isolated macaque
retinas. In addition to RGCs, these recordings revealed cells with
unique, radial spike propagation over distances of several millimeters, which unambiguously identified them as PACs. The
functional organization and physiology of these cells was then
explored, revealing a homogeneous population with unusual
properties.
Functional identification of a polyaxonal amacrine cell type
To identify PACs and distinguish them from simultaneously recorded RGCs, the electrical image of the recorded cells was used
(Litke et al., 2004; Petrusca et al., 2007). First, spikes from distinct
recorded cells of all types were segregated from one another according to the temporal waveform of their action potentials recorded on electrodes near the soma, using standard methods
(Litke et al., 2004; Frechette et al., 2005; see Materials and Methods). Then, the spikes from each cell were used to obtain a summary of the voltage deflections they induced across the entire
electrode array, including electrodes distant from the soma. Specifically, using all the spike times of a given cell, the average voltage circa the time of the spike was calculated for every electrode in
the array. This electrical image thus revealed the average spatiotemporal pattern of voltage deflections recorded during and after
the occurrence of a spike, in each cell separately. The averaging
procedure made it possible to detect and characterize small voltage deflections induced far from the soma.
The electrical image associated with an RGC (Fig. 1 A, B;
Movie 1) exhibited properties common to many spiking neurons:
a large biphasic apparently somatic spike recorded on the primary electrodes, surrounded by smaller opposite-sign dendritic
spikes on nearby electrodes, and followed by triphasic axonal
spikes propagating in the direction of the optic disk. In contrast,
the electrical image of PACs (Fig. 1C,D; Movie 1) revealed axonal
spikes propagating outward from the soma simultaneously in
multiple directions for several millimeters (Petrusca et al., 2007).
These radially propagating axonal spikes were interpreted as an
unambiguous signature of PACs.
Functional organization and light responses
PACs displayed a collective functional organization broadly similar to that of RGCs. The light responses of all recorded RGCs and
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PACs were characterized simultaneously by computing the STA
stimulus with a spatiotemporal white noise stimulus (Chichilnisky, 2001; Materials and Methods). From the STA, several distinguishing features of light response were identified, including the
spatial receptive field size and the average response time course of
each cell. These properties were used to distinguish the major
RGC types, including ON and OFF parasol cells, which form
#20% of the retinal signal and provide dominant visual input to
the magnocellular layers of the LGN. The spatial receptive fields
of each RGC type thus identified formed a regular mosaic covering the region of retina recorded (Fig. 2 B, C; Devries and Baylor,
1997; Chichilnisky and Kalmar, 2002; Frechette et al., 2005; Field
et al., 2007). The same classification approach also revealed a
functionally distinct group of PACs, identified by their radially
propagating axons (Petrusca et al., 2007; Fig. 1). As with each
RGC type, the receptive fields of this group of cells apparently
formed a mosaic (Fig. 2A). Gaps in the mosaic likely reflect incomplete recording of the population, as seen with some RGC
types (Field et al., 2007). The receptive fields of PACs were slightly
larger than those of simultaneously recorded OFF parasol cells
(mean $ SEM, 116 $ 7% in radius; n % 10; Fig. 3E). The time
course of the STA exhibited a dominant negative lobe, similar to
that observed in OFF parasol cells (Fig. 2 D, F ). The relative
strengths of the red, green, and blue primaries were similar in all
three cell types, in a ratio consistent with dominant input from
the L and M cones (Field et al., 2007). The kinetics of light response were similar to parasol cell kinetics (Fig. 2D–F ), and more
transient than midget cell kinetics (Field et al., 2007). The same
was true for the spike autocorrelation functions (Fig. 2G–I ), a
distinguishing feature of different RGC types in the retina (Devries and Baylor, 1997; Field et al., 2007). The homogeneous functional properties and apparent mosaic organization of this group
of PACs were taken as evidence that they constitute a morphologically and functionally distinct cell type.
In response to steps of light, these PACs exhibited ON-OFF
light response characteristics similar to those previously described for PACs in the retinas of primates (Stafford and Dacey,
1997; Davenport et al., 2007). Stimulation with spots of light
centered on the receptive field elicited brisk bursts of action potentials at light onset and offset (Fig. 3A). Therefore, these cells
will be referred to henceforth as ON-OFF PACs. However, the
OFF response was generally stronger than the ON response, particularly for stimuli that were small or large compared with the
receptive field center (see below). This observation is consistent
with the net OFF response revealed by the STA (Fig. 2D; see
Discussion).
The ON-OFF PACs exhibited center-surround receptive field
organization (Völgyi et al., 2001; Davenport et al., 2007). This
was revealed by the reduced response strength to large stimuli
(Fig. 3B) and can be also seen by the weak bright region surrounding the dark central region in their STAs (Fig. 3C). The
surround was less regular than, but otherwise similar to, the surround observed in simultaneously recorded OFF parasol cells
(Fig. 3D).
The receptive field center of each ON-OFF PAC was approximately spatially coincident with its soma and dendritic field,
identified from the electrical image (Völgyi et al., 2001; Davenport et al., 2007). Specifically, the center of the receptive field
coincided with a region of large amplitude somatic and dendritic
spikes near the center of the electrical image, while the discrete
radially propagating axons extended much farther (Fig. 4). This
finding is consistent with the idea that the dendritic arbors
(rather than the axons) of PACs are the main collectors of inputs
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Correlation

Correlation

PACs was much stronger than between
ON parasol cells, indicating a highly coupled network.
The strength of coupling between ONOFF PACs declined systematically with
distance (Fig. 5B), similar to homotypic
cross-correlations that have been observed in various RGC types in several
species (Mastronarde, 1983a,b; Greschner
et al., 2011) and similar to the correlations
observed in simultaneously recorded ON
parasol cells (Fig. 5D; Greschner et al.,
2011). The observed coupling spread laterally beyond immediate neighbors in the
mosaic, similar to coupling between ON
parasol cells but unlike that in OFF paraFigure 4. Relationship of receptive fields to dendritic and axonal fields of PACs. Electrical images (green) are shown for two cells, sol cells (Shlens et al., 2006; Greschner et
superimposed on the hexagonal outline of the electrode array (Fig. 1). In the electrical image of each cell, long radiating processes
al., 2011). This finding is consistent with
are evident and distinct from the dense central region of somatic and dendritic spikes. Receptive fields obtained by reverse
different origins of coupling: reciprocal
correlation with white noise are shown as grayscale images in the background, with the dark central region coinciding with the
electrical coupling between ON-OFF PACs
region of recorded somatic and dendritic spikes in the electrical image. Scale bar, 1 mm.
and between ON parasol cells (Dacey and
Brace,
1992; Trong and Rieke, 2008)
ON-OFF amacrine
A0.06
B
should propagate to non-neighbors in the
0.01
0.02
0.2
mosaic, whereas shared inputs from pho0.04
toreceptors in OFF parasol cells (Ala0.01
0.1
0.02
Laurila et al., 2011) should not. The
0
0
0
0
strongest coupling was restricted to a radius similar to the receptive field radius
ON parasol
C
D
(and thus dendritic field radius; Fig. 4).
0.008
0.008
0.1
0.004
This
suggests that coupling occurs pri0.004
0.004
marily on the dendrites rather than on far0
0
reaching axons. The stereotyped form and
0
0
spatial scale of the cross-correlation, and
-10
0
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-10
0
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0
4
8
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-10
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∆t (ms)
∆t (ms)
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Distance (SD)
its distance dependence, further supported the identity of the ON-OFF PACs
Figure 5. Homotypic cross-correlation in the firing of PACs and parasol cells. A, Cross-correlations are shown for three pairs of
as a single morphological and functional
PACs in a single recording. Each panel shows the correlation coefficient of firing, proportional to the probability of one cell firing a
spike as a function of time relative to the occurrence of a spike in a second cell. Each pair of cells exhibited two-peaked cross- cell type.
Positive correlations between ONcorrelations suggestive of electrical coupling. Shuffled cross-correlation function was subtracted to correct for the stimulus-driven
component of correlations. B, The strength of a correlation is shown as a function of distance between the receptive field centers OFF PACs and nearby OFF parasol and
of recorded PACs in units of the mean receptive field radius (SD of Gaussian fit; see Materials and Methods). C, D, Same as A and B, OFF midget cells, and negative correlabut for simultaneously recorded ON parasol cells.
tions with nearby ON parasol and ON
midget cells, were approximately consisfrom retinal interneurons. As a consequence, the outputs of each
tent with their overlapping receptive fields (data not shown; AlaON-OFF PAC extend over a much larger area than the lightLaurila et al., 2011; Greschner et al., 2011). No strong longerdriven inputs.
range correlations between ON-OFF PACs and midget and
parasol cells near their axons were observed.
Electrical properties: homotypic coupling and
Action potential propagation in ON-OFF PACs was #0.5 m/s,
spike propagation
approximately three times slower than in simultaneously recorded
ON-OFF PACs exhibited strong, regular homotypic coupling.
parasol cells (Fig. 6A,B). Propagation times were determined by
This was determined by examination of the cross-correlation in
identification of the average spike time at different locations in the
the spiking activity of immediate neighbors in the ON-OFF PAC
electrical image (Fig. 1A,D). Given that ON-OFF PACs routinely
mosaic. The cross-correlation indicates the probability of one cell
exhibited axonal fields extending "3 mm from the soma (Fig. 1C), a
firing a spike as a function of time relative to the firing of another
spike in an ON-OFF PAC requires 5–10 ms to propagate from the
cell. The cross-correlation between ON-OFF PACs typically exsoma to the end of the axon. This propagation time places limits on
hibited two sharp peaks displaced from the origin (Fig. 5A), inhow rapidly ON-OFF PACs could be expected to modulate visual
dicating that one cell in the pair tended to fire shortly before or
signals by inhibiting activity in distant RGCs (see Discussion).
after the other. This coupling was suggestive of reciprocal excitaAlso, unlike in parasol cells (Fig. 6 A, C), action potential propation mediated by gap junctions. Specifically, the peaks resembled
gation
speed in ON-OFF PACs declined as a function of distance
those in the cross-correlation of neighboring ON parasol cells
from the soma (Fig. 6 A, D). This decline presumably reflects
(Fig. 5C; Shlens et al., 2008; Trong and Rieke, 2008), which are
changes in factors controlling action potential propagation, such
known to be reciprocally electrically coupled (Trong and Rieke,
as diameter, leak currents, and sodium channel distribution,
2008), presumably through intermediate amacrine cells (Dacey and
from the proximal to the distal axons.
Brace, 1992). However, the cross-correlation between ON-OFF
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tral region of high sensitivity (Fig. 7A).
ON-OFF amacrine
16
These produced a less circularly symmetric sensitivity profile than that of simultaneously recorded parasol cells (Fig. 7B).
8
This receptive field microstructure could
1.2
result from the dendritic processes of ON0
0.8
1.6
Conduction velocity (m/s)
OFF PACs, or from electrical coupling to
D
ON-OFF amacrine
neighboring cells (DeVries, 1999). In
some cases, the microstructure of adja0.9
cent ON-OFF PAC receptive fields appeared to interdigitate (Fig. 7C), as has
been observed previously in the more
subtle microstructure of parasol and
midget RGCs (Gauthier et al., 2009).
0.6
This observation further supports the
idea that the ON-OFF PACs form a spatially coordinated mosaic, and suggests
that the flares primarily reflect the
structure of the dendritic field.
0.3
ON-OFF PACs also differed from
1 mm
parasol cells in that their responses to sinusoidal gratings revealed a tuning to spa- Figure 6. Propagation speed of axonal spikes. A, Times of axonal spikes obtained from specific electrodes (Fig. 1 A, D) are shown
tial frequencies higher than that of OFF along with the distance the spike traveled along the axon. Monotonic increase in spike time with distance is consistent with
parasol cells (Fig. 8 A, B), despite the fact propagation of the spike along the axon. For an OFF parasol cell (gray), the data were well described by a line, consistent with
that ON-OFF PACs had slightly larger re- constant propagation speed. For one axon of a simultaneously recorded PAC (black), the data were curved slightly downward,
ceptive fields (Fig. 2). A possible explana- consistent with gradually decreasing propagation speed. B, Distributions of average propagation speeds for all 61 OFF
tion for this finding is that the responses parasol and 15 PACs recorded in one preparation. Speeds for each axon were obtained by fitting lines to data such as those
of ON-OFF PACs include a strong contri- in A. Systematically higher conduction speeds were observed in parasol cells. C, Spatial arrangement of propagation
bution from small nonlinear subunits speeds, measured locally, are shown for an OFF parasol cell. Local propagation speeds were given by the ratio of distance
to time of the spike, recorded on pairs of nearby electrodes, sampled at many points along the axon. D, Same as C. for two
within the receptive field that are rectified simultaneously recorded PACs. Gradual decrease in propagation speed is indicated by the change in color as a function of
before summation, as has been observed distance from the soma.
in various RGC types in different species
(Shapley and Victor, 1979; Demb et al.,
sitions relative to the image (Fig. 9C). By contrast, ON-OFF
2001). Consistent with this possibility, the component of rePACs with receptive fields at nearly the same locations as the
sponse at twice the grating temporal modulation frequency (i.e.,
OFF parasol cells fired infrequently and almost exclusively at
the F2) was greater than the component at the F1, for gratings of
image transitions (Fig. 9B). This observation suggests much
high spatial frequency (Fig. 8C), indeed to a greater degree than in
higher stimulus selectivity in ON-OFF PACs. It also suggests a
simultaneously recorded OFF parasol cells (Fig. 8D; Petrusca et
possible role in sensing changes in scene structure or position,
al., 2007; Crook et al., 2008). Note, however, that the combinaand consequent inhibition of visual signals in their targets in
tion of an ON-OFF light response (Fig. 3) and apparent nonlinear
the retinal circuitry. However, the firing of parasol cells at
subunits within the PAC receptive field limits the conclusions
image transitions occurred, on average, 5–10 ms before the
that can be drawn about the mechanisms of light response from
firing of ON-OFF PACs (data not shown). Such lags, comsuch
bined with the relatively slow action potential propagation in
measurements.
ON-OFF PACs (Fig. 6), limits how rapidly PAC-mediated inThe strongly nonlinear spatial integration in ON-OFF PACs
hibition could act to suppress firing of RGCs (see Discussion).
suggests that their responses to structured visual stimuli could
differ markedly from the responses of RGCs such as parasol
Additional polyaxonal amacrine cell type
cells. As a simple test of this possibility, images of natural
Although the ON-OFF PACs described above were the most frescenes were moved over the retina according to a measured
quently observed in the present recordings, in some cases other
trajectory of saccadic and fixational eye movements in matypes of PACs were also recorded. One apparently distinct group
caque monkeys (see Materials and Methods). OFF parasol
of PACs was distinguished by ON-dominated light responses
cells exhibited dense patterns of firing throughout the presenwith stereotyped kinetics (Fig. 10 A, B); these cells were recorded
tation of these stimuli, with sharply coincident increases or
simultaneously with ON-OFF PACs (Fig. 10C,D). Like ON-OFF
decreases in firing after rapid image shifts, and different firing
PACs, the ON PACs exhibited axon conduction velocities
patterns in different cells, reflecting their different spatial po-
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Anatomical identity of ON-OFF
polyaxonal amacrine cells
A number of PACs, of several distinct
morphological types, have been described
in various species (Dacey, 1988, 1989;
Vaney et al., 1988; Famiglietti, 1992; Freed
B OFF parasol
et al., 1996; Taylor, 1996; Stafford and
Dacey, 1997; Völgyi et al., 2001; Wright
and Vaney, 2004; Davenport et al., 2007),
always characterized by small dendritic
fields and long axonal processes spanning
several millimeters of retina. As with
Figure 7. Fine structure in receptive fields of ON-OFF PACs. A, B, Receptive fields measured at high resolution are shown for RGCs, correspondences between specific
three simultaneously recorded PACs and OFF parasol cells, revealing greater circular symmetry in parasol cells and irregular radial cell types across species are somewhat unflares in the receptive fields of PACs. The display of the peak amplitude is saturated to improve the visibility of flares. Scale bar, 200 clear. However, in the primate retina, the
!m. C, Smoothed, thresholded, and superimposed receptive fields of eight PACs suggests coordination in the receptive field
A1 PAC type has been studied in more
microstructure of adjacent cells. Arbitrary coloring of the green cell for visual clarity. Scale bar, 200 !m.
detail (Dacey, 1989; Stafford and Dacey,
1997; Davenport et al., 2007). Given their
A ON-OFF amacrine
B OFF parasol
properties, the ON-OFF PACs described
24
here could be the same population as the
16
30
15
A1 cells. A1 cells exhibit fairly dense and
symmetric radiating axonal processes,
12
ON-OFF light responses to focal stimula8
tion, antagonistic receptive field sur6
rounds, homotypic tracer coupling, and
4
density and dendritic field diameters ap2
proximately consistent with the ON-OFF
1
0
0
PACs.
0.1 0.3 0.6 1.2 1.6 2.3 3.1 4.7 9.3 18.6
0.1 0.3 0.6 1.2 1.6 2.3 3.1 4.7 9.3 18.6
It is perhaps surprising that nearly
C
D
complete populations (Fig. 2A) of PACs
30
were recorded with extracellular electrodes placed on the inner surface of the
40
retina, given the variable soma positions
20
of A1 cells in the inner nuclear layer, inner
plexiform layer, and ganglion cell layer of
20
10
the retina (Stafford and Dacey, 1997). A
possible explanation is that variability in
0
0
soma depth from animal to animal, or
1
10
1
10
across the retina, could result in regions in
Spatial frequency (cyc/mm)
Spatial frequency (cyc/mm)
which most or all A1 cells reside in the
Figure 8. Selectivity and nonlinear spatial summation in response to grating stimuli. A, The average spike rate of 10 simulta- ganglion cell layer, and thus in occasional
neously recorded ON-OFF PACs to drifting sinusoidal grating patterns (96% contrast) is shown as a heat map, as a function of the recordings of complete populations. This
spatial and temporal frequency of the grating. B, Same as A, for 123 simultaneously recorded OFF parasol cells. Parasol cell explanation would be consistent with the
responses were strongest at lower spatial frequencies than those of PACs. C, The average response amplitude of PACs in response
fact that, unlike ON and OFF parasol cells,
to modulation of a stationary sinusoidal grating pattern is shown as a function of grating spatial frequency. The component of the
large collections of ON-OFF PACs were
response at the F1 (black) is shown separately from the component at twice the fundamental frequency (i.e., the F2, red). The error
observed only in a relatively small subset
bars represent $1 SEM (n % 5). D, Same as C, for simultaneously recorded OFF parasol cells (n % 52).
of recordings. On the other hand, given
that the axons of PACs reside in the inner
plexiform layer, the observation that axseveral-fold lower than those of parasol cells (data not shown).
onal spikes from PACs can be reliably identified in the electrical
While the STA revealed a dominant ON response, the possibility
image suggests that extracellular recordings may be able to pick
of a weak OFF component also contributing to its responses canup somatic spikes deeper in the retina as well. Note, however, that
not be excluded (Fig. 3A).
although the A1 cell is a reasonable candidate for the ON-OFF
Discussion
PACs reported here, the dearth of comprehensive information
Large-scale multielectrode recordings from isolated primate retabout the various types of PACs in the primate retina renders this
inas revealed populations of PACs based on their characteristic
anatomical correspondence uncertain.
radially propagating spikes. One PAC type, identified by stereotyped light response kinetics and mosaic organization, exhibited
Mosaic organization
responses at light onset and offset, antagonistic receptive field
A number of studies over several decades point to the conclusion
surrounds, and strong homotypic electrical coupling. These cells
that mosaic organization (i.e., regular tiling of the visual field) is
also exhibited notably slow radial spike propagation, unusual
a property of many, and perhaps all, cell types in the retina
receptive field microstructure, nonlinear spatial summation, and
(Polyak, 1941; Wässle et al., 1983; Dacey, 1993; Vaney, 1994;
Devries and Baylor, 1997; Haverkamp and Wässle, 2004; Field et
sparse and selective responses to structured visual stimuli.
Amplitude (spikes/s)

Spike rate (Hz)

Spike rate (Hz)

C

ON-OFF amacrine

Temporal frequency (Hz)

A
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A
BB

Stimulus

ON-OFF amacrine
1
2

Cell #

3
4
5
6
7

CC

8
OFF parasol
1
2
3

Cell #

al., 2007). In this light, it is not surprising
that an amacrine cell type exhibits apparent mosaic organization. However, the
evidence for mosaics is most obvious in
photoreceptors, bipolar cells, and ganglion cells, each of which must transmit a
complete representation of the visual field
to the next layer of processing. It seems
possible that PACs, which instead play a
role in feedback modulation of visual signals, with sparsely distributed outputs
over very large areas of retina, could exhibit a less regular and complete sampling
of visual space. However, the ON-OFF
PAC mosaics observed here were comparable to those of ON and OFF parasol cells
(Fig. 2), two of the major visual pathways
to the primate brain.

4
5

Electrical coupling
6
The strong electrical coupling between
7
neighboring ON-OFF PACs appears to be
8
5)
and
mediated by gap junctions (Fig.
10
2
6
14
may provide clues to PAC function. AlTime (s)
though homotypic gap junction coupling
is widespread in the retinal circuitry (Völ- Figure 9. Responses of PACs and parasol cells to moving natural scenes. A, Stimulus composed of monochrome images of
gyi et al., 2009), it appears to play a rela- natural scenes was moved over the retina with a trajectory determined from recordings of the eye position of a fixating macaque
tively minor role in the output cells of the monkey, with superimposed simulated saccades (see Materials and Methods). Red and black traces show the horizontal and
primate retina. Specifically, among the six vertical components of movement respectively over time, with discrete simulated saccades (abrupt horizontal deflections indicated by periodic pulses in the red trace) interspersed with slower and smaller fixational eye movements. For visual guidance,
ganglion cell types for which comparable vertical lines indicate saccades above an arbitrary amplitude. B, Responses of eight PACs simultaneously recorded are shown in
information about coupling exists (ON raster format; each tick represents a single spike, and each row represents a single presentation of the repeated stimulus. Strong
and OFF parasol, ON and OFF midget, responses occurred primarily at large image movements, mostly saccades. C, Responses of eight OFF parasol cells, each of which
small bistratified, and upsilon cells exhibits substantial receptive field overlap with the correspondingly numbered PAC in B, recorded simultaneously with the data
(#75% of all ganglion cells; Dacey, 2004), from B. Parasol cells also exhibited strong responses at image transitions, but spikes also occurred at times when the image was
only the ON parasol cells exhibit obvious static or moved slowly.
electrical coupling (Greschner et al.,
2011). Furthermore, the coupling between ON-OFF PACs is
the retina far from the RGC receptive field center, in some cases
much stronger than the coupling between ON parasol cells. Also,
with a high spatial resolution that suggests strong inputs from
the axonal processes for each ON-OFF PAC spread nonuninonlinear subunits (presumably, bipolar cells; Shapley and Victor, 1979; Demb et al., 2001). One class of PACs of this kind in
formly and far beyond the area over which they respond to light
salamander and rabbit retinas suppresses RGC responses to on(Fig. 4). Thus, strong electrical coupling between ON-OFF PACs
could produce a more spatially uniform modulation of visual
going full-field motion arising from eye movements (Olveczky et
al., 2003; Baccus et al., 2008).
signals than would otherwise occur (see below).
Although the ON-OFF PACs reported here exhibited apparent nonlinear subunit properties (Fig. 8), they fired only at sharp
Selective and sparse visual signals
transitions in the visual scene rather than continuously during
The sparse response of ON-OFF PACs to stimulation with movslower movement (Fig. 9). Assuming that these ON-OFF PACs
ing natural scenes also provides clues to their function. A variety
provide inhibitory input to other retinal neurons (Roska and
of PACs have been described in several species that modulate
Werblin, 2003), it seems that their selective properties could supRGC firing in response to spatially extended stimuli in regions of
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Figure 10. ON dominated polyaxonal amacrine cells. A, Time course of reverse correlation superimposed for ON PACs, as in Figure 2D–F. B, Electrical images of two ON PACs, as in Figure 1C. C, D,
Time courses and a single electrical image of ON-OFF PACs recorded simultaneously.
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press retinal signals at times when visual information is changing
too rapidly or over such a large area that the incident visual information is unlikely to be useful for behavior. The strong electrical coupling could further enforce the condition that firing in
the population of ON-OFF PACs can only have a large influence
during global image motion. Thus, these cells could potentially
mediate functions such as suppression of visual processing during global image translation produced by saccadic eye movements (Roska and Werblin, 2003). However, the relatively slow
action potential propagation indicates that these effects are unlikely to occur on the millisecond time scale.
Despite these clues, the role of the ON-OFF PACs in visual
processing remains unclear. Many different instances of response
suppression in RGCs from areas far from the classical receptive
field have been reported (McIlwain, 1964; Levick et al., 1965;
Ikeda and Wright, 1972; Werblin, 1972; Krüger and Fischer,
1973; Schwartz, 1973; Cleland and Levick, 1974; Caldwell and
Daw, 1978; Enroth-Cugell and Jakiela, 1980; Watanabe and Tasaki, 1980; Taylor, 1999; Passaglia et al., 2001; Roska and Werblin,
2003; Solomon et al., 2006; Zaghloul et al., 2007), presumably
reflecting the action of multiple amacrine cell types modulating
the activity of multiple ganglion cell types. Examination of ONOFF PAC firing did not reveal any obvious relationship to visual
signals in simultaneously recorded parasol and midget cells.
Thus, this PAC population may not play a substantial role in
modulating visual signals in the dominant visual pathways of
primates, at least in the conditions examined. It appears that
several distinct populations of PACs, each with stereotyped response properties and spatial arrangement, modulate visual signaling in the primate retina. Given the number of RGC and PAC
types, further work is needed to study this complex set of circuits.
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